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Mike’s venerable
de Havilland Tiger
Moth gets a
workout.

Auction 2019 outcome
Another successful auction. We have been running auctions every year since 1979. This is the club’s main
fundraising activity of the year and helps fund ongoing development of our facilities. It was pleasing to see the
many club members who turned up to set up, run the auction and tidy up afterwards. Overall profit for the day
was around $3000 .
Attendees came from as far as Wellington, Auckland, and Hawkes Bay. Many thanks to Classic Flyers aviation
museum who hosted us in the main hangar, and also donated for auction a sightseeing ride in their Stearman
biplane.
A feature this year was a “free” and a “gold coin” table from low value items donated by participants. This was a
treasure trove of small components and was keenly ferreted. A clear demonstration of one man’s trash being
another’s treasure.
Photo - Auction in
progress with.
Roger Hutson - spotter,
Mike Wilson – IT system,
Tony Christiansen
(obscured) - auctioneer,
Richard Brown - spotter,
Caleb Day - recorder,
Juin Christiansen - data
entry

At the end of the auction we were short of a couple of small items. It is possible that these were caught up in
someone’s box of purchases, so if you have received an unexpected “present” please let a committee member
know.

Wings Qualifications
In the latest ‘Model Flying World’, there is a
table showing the proportion of members in
each club who hold their wings badge
qualification. Our club came out a little below
midrange at 56% with wings. Many of our
members are fully competent flyers but have
not taken the step of trying for this
qualification. The Committee strongly
encourages everyone to get their wings.
The benefits are significant :Without your wings – you can’t get in the gate unless a key holder has got there before you. If you climb the
gate and fly, you are uninsured unless flying under the supervision of a wings qualified instructor. (He should be
standing next to you and not drinking coffee in the clubhouse). We/you do not want to be in the position where
an insurance incident occurs and you are exposed to a claim for damages.
With your wings – you have a qualification recognised by Civil Aviation, MFNZ and other legal entities.
- You can hold a “wings” party and be the envy of your mates,
- You can fly at other club’s events and rallies.
- You can compete at the ‘Nationals’.
- You have public liability insurance cover against damage to other property – this is particularly
important as TECT Park is in the middle of a forest and a forest fire could result in damages in the
$millions.
- You can apply for a gate key. With a key you can fly whenever you like.
- Your gate key will open the clubhouse where you have access to shelter, first aid kit, fire extinguisher,
ablutions and club facilities such as the charging panel and BBQ.
Full details of the MFNZ wings programme are on the MFNZ
website. In addition, there is a set of documentation in the
clubhouse. For those who feel more intimidated by the
questions than the physical flying, a full set of model
answers can be downloaded from the TMAC website.
If you haven’t yet got your wings, please find an instructor,
get a training plan underway, and /or schedule a date with
an examiner. Its not difficult and we try to make it fun rather
than an ordeal.
Congratulations to Malcolm Stewart for gaining your wings.

June Club night
Much of this was taken up with planning for the
auction.
Mike Rice gave a presentation about the
vintage “Bird of Time” which he is building. He
described it as a slow intricate and laborious
task. He is covering it in the traditional style
with doped silk. The material is ‘Bemsilk’
obtainable in ten colours from Spotlight for less
than $10/metre. Mike first attaches the material with a glue stick (Paper Plus or any
stationers), stretching it as much as he can. The material is then shrunk with a conventional
covering iron and then doped. It looked very tidy and professional.

Runway damage
Most have you will have experienced the recent damage to our runway and taxiway surfaces. Initially we
thought this was caused by pigs, but we now believe the issue to be a squadron of Pukekos scratching for grass
grubs. We have sprayed for grass grub and rolled the entire area to flatten out the holes. Hopefully this
treatment will also eliminate the Pukeko problem.
Unfortunately, there is no spray for rabbits.

History Lesson
Today we enjoy the fantastic facilities available at TEC
Park. This was not always so, and the move to TECT Park
was only accomplished with a heroic effort by a number of
people. Prior to the move the club was struggling with
complaints over our use of a flying site at Apata and
debates with the Council over access to other Council
controlled sites.
The following is an abridged extract from Roger Hutson’s
President’s report to the 2012 AGM:“TECT Park totally dominated the year – it started with Site 1
and the Deerstalkers – the less said the better [The Deerstalkers
opposed our first TECT site proposal – Ed]. We then found site 3
which had zoning complications requiring an amendment to the
Park Management Plan, and to our pleasant surprise, the
Council agreed to do this for us.
We then completed a Memorandum of Understanding and
commenced the frustrating process of Lease negotiations, the
complexities of Resource Consent documentation and
negotiations, earthmoving design and tender and finally a
rewrite of our bylaws in order to qualify for Income tax
exemption.
All of this produced 3½ ‘Eastlight’ folders of documents.

complicate matters, we had a contractor with equipment on site
and ready to roll.

Generous members solved the cash problem and we received
the Lease in its final form 15 minutes before Council closed for
Christmas.
Resource consent then became the problem as the Consents
Officer had gone on holiday for two weeks. It eventually arrived
on Thursday 19th January, and site clearance commenced 2 days
later.
Work began brilliantly with all surface timber and stumps being
removed in 5 days. Two weeks into the job saw everything
running smoothly, on time and on budget – and then the
weather turned against us. There was no progress for 2½ weeks.
I can assure you that there is nothing more depressing than
looking at a D6 bulldozer sitting in the middle of 4 acres of
saturated soil, caked in mud without the engine running.
To make matters worse, at the last minute we learned that our
turf contractor had taken a full-time job and could not do the
job. This added unexpected cost and we had to come up with a
solution.

On Dec 7th a Special General Meeting of the club unanimously
voted to proceed with Site 3. The next day I submitted a fully
documented Resource Consent application to the Bay of Plenty
Regional Council, and then drove to the other end of town and
requested a lease from the Western Bay of Plenty District
Council.
You can imagine our disappointment when at a meeting with
Park management, Mike and I were told that some clubs have
been waiting more than 3 years for a lease, and that we would
have to join the queue.
This did not please me – indeed, it made me very angry, and led
to an over-night letter of complaint to Councillor Tony
Christiansen).
The next day Tony met with Tauranga City Mayor, Stuart
Crossby, and he was authorised to clear the road block – Tony
then met with Western Bay Council’s senior management and I
get the feeling that harsh words may have been spoken – but
whatever was said – we had our first draft of the lease within 24
hours of Tony’s meeting.
The week of Christmas found us back in crisis – insufficient cash,
MFNZ trying to take control of the project, no lease, no Resource
Consent, and both Councils about to close for 2 weeks. To

I again appealed to members for help, and it arrived by the
truck-load. During that week we had members and their wives
moving surface timber with wheelbarrows as the site was too
soft for vehicles. On the second weekend it dried out and we
were running at speed with two tractors, a 4WD SUV, two huge
trailers, a set of harrows and plenty of manpower. Overall, we
moved an estimated 3-4 tonnes of surface timber from the site.
In all -20 members and 4 wives worked to clear surface rubbish
from the site. An absolutely fantastic effort which prepared the
site for fertiliser and sowing of grass seed.
Once again, the weather closed in with yet another tropical
storm, and this time we suffered serious scouring and loss of
topsoil. However, 4 hours with a tractor and levelling bar and a

Polaris truck towing harrows and we had 90% looking pretty
good.
Rob Mounsey then took control and using the Park’s Polaris
truck and a borrowed fertiliser spreader we applied 1 tonne of
fertiliser in addition to the 12 tonnes of lime, with Rob sowing
the grass at 150% of the normal rate. It all came together in one
day and by next Saturday there should be a tinge of green
appearing.
A small group of members have worked very hard to make this
project a success and in particular I would like to thanks the
following members:
Fraser Brodie – for preparing site development plans,
attending to numerous design changes and helping me liaise
with WBOPDC.
John Dolphin – John spent a great deal of time on site. This
involved a commitment of time and plenty of travel
Frank Brown – with his tractor, harrows and trailer. It was

Frank who saved the day.
Rob Mounsey for his expertise in turf management, soil
testing, purchasing power when it came to grass seed and
fertiliser – and finally for sowing the seed.
And then we have the special people who stepped in when
funding negotiations hit the wall. I refer to those special
members who pledged a large amount of financial support.
From a personal point of view, very special thanks go to Bill
de Renzy. Bill kept me going when I had had a gut’s full.
There were times when without Bill’s support, I could have
happily thrown in the towel. Bill is currently putting together
a plan for an amazing official opening in October.
Environment Bay of Plenty have given us a high mark for our
environmental care – and Councillors from both Councils still
can’t work out why they pay three times more than we do
for earthworks !”
[Ed note – Rob has since moved to the Marlborough Sounds
but the others are still TMAC members]

Andy Avgas ‘dobinamate’ reports1

•

•
•
•
•
•

• Who was it who spent 30 minutes cranking over his motor only to (eventually) find they had the
ignition turned off.?
• Dave had a near miss when a wind gust immediately after takeoff blew out the wick in his engine. He
did an emergency downwind out of sight landing in the eastern Gully. Fortunately his incredible
reflexes and significant experience in the crash manoeuvre resulted in only minor damage.
A well known glider pilot was heard to utter non-PC language when his carbon fibre competition glider was
run over by a fellow clubmate. Once the fireworks and steam dissipated, an agreement was reached that
the driver would read the fine print on his personal effects insurance policy. [Ed – many home contents
insurance policies have a specific clause providing cover for third party liability when flying remote controlled
aircraft – check your policy now.]
Weather station – does 8% chance of no rain mean 92% chance of a flood ?
Who charged his batteries, drove out to TECT Park and then found all his batteries flat as he had left the
systems turned on ?
Who threw a sulk after a day with repeated engine problems and wouldn’t come for a beer afterwards?
Who had an oops when they flew without putting the carbon fibre spar into the wing halves? Lots of
fragments of aeroplane scattered through the jungle.
Who entrusted their model to Andy Avgas for a test flight (never a good idea) only to have a wheel fall off
immediately after takeoff ? – fortunately a happy ending.

Interesting Links (somewhat related to aviation)
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
1

Mass takeoff of DC3/C47 aircraft for D-Day commemorations. Compulsory full volume and full screen. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KYw6xOvRzo
Guy Martin gets emotional over his Merlin engine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJ9aO5yvT3k&feature=youtu.be
Tethered boats and cars in Blenheim.
https://www.onthewire.co.uk/blenhm.htm?fbclid=IwAR26fu_uKK4szXaczko7QlpFyEBXrxScLMn7L2dL4dgPqyBhUJYlBbY
R6oo
PZ474 first flight in the USA https://www.facebook.com/Avspecs/videos/338393063512168/
Recovery of flat Lipo batteries - https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=0PkiJ3uWrUM
Build your own Merlin engine. Only 11,000 parts. This was before CAD design, NC machining or six-sigma quality
control. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fo7SmNuUU4
Vintage flying – a control line Lancaster ? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slwnO2YTelQ&fbclid=IwAR10k-ivq75StH6_AZWZoWWBJ1F2WUz445ayWY2YNLbXMlLg3bb_CbAGfw&app=desktop
Perhaps we should have a joint day with the local gun club ? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RR5BtXP0s0o

Andy is everyone’s flyer. He is everywhere and sees everything. Some say he is the ghost of aeromodellers past, who plays
pranks on todays’ flyers. It is almost certain that he is in some way responsible for every crash. He often acts in a part time role
as a junior cub reporter to the newsletter. If you have any news or gossip, drop Andy a line at taurangamodelfly@gmail.com.

Workparty
During the month Richard, Roger P, Dave, Geoff, and Andy did a work party at TECT park to clear a few issues:• Andy used the Toyota super tractor to roll the field and squash some of the pig and pukeko ruttings
• Roger supervised a contractor digging a trench to bury a drainage pipe at the entrance gate. This area
has now been gravelled which will avoid a wintertime mud puddle.
• Dave and Richard removed the ranch slider door on the clubhouse container. This was dismantled to
repair the track rollers. This proved to be a mission in logistics as all screws were frozen and the door
had to be dismantled and parts taken into Dave’s workshop. It is now fixed and slides as smoothly as a
Piper Cub on snow.
• A new first aid cabinet was installed in the clubhouse.
• Richard struck a statesmanlike pose in command of a shovel. He and Geoff then boarded up the
clubhouse doorway pending offsite repair to the door.
← Power unleashed. Andy Avgas qualifying for
membership of the flat earth society. – what
better way to spend a cold windy Sunday than
in a warm multi purpose Toyota supertractor,
with the stereo on.

↓ Richard in characteristic work pose –
perhaps we need a taller shovel ?

← Richard and Geoff boarding up the hole where the
ranchslider used to be.

Coming events
Aeromodelling has a diverse range of subsets and your committee is trying to bring a range of these to TECT
park. Last year we saw FPV (drone) racing, and control line combat.
We are hoping to host an IMAC aerobatics event sometime before Christmas. Details will be advised when
sorted. In the meantime, have a shot at some basic aerobatics and then come to this day to compete or see how
the experts cope. At our next club night, Mike will talk about basic aerobatics and how some skill in this can
both improve your flying and also give an understanding of model setup and trimming.
Similarly, we are hoping to have another aerotow session soon.

Brian Borland estate
Pencil sketch prints
As part of our auction we have
been disposing of items from the
estate of Brian Borland (former
owner of Airsail Ltd). Within his
stuff are a small number of
numbered A2 size prints of aviation
subjects by internationally
renowned NZ artist Ron Fulstow.
These are signed by the artist and
come with a certificate of
authenticity. If you are interested
in acquiring one of these please
contact the secretary taurangamodelfly@gmail.com.
Aviation books
Brian was an avid scale modeller.
Included in his stuff are many books, particularly to support his interests in scale models. The following were not
sold at auction and are available free to club members. Give me a call if interested.
• Spitfire - by Jeremy Flack
• Sea Fury, Firefly and Sea Venom in Australasian service - by Stewart Wilson
• American Spitfire camouflage and markings - Paul Ludwig and Malcolm Laird, Ventura Publications
• British Fighters of WWII by Bill Gunstan, Combat Aircraft Library
• Hawker Hurricane - Their history and how to model them - Bruce Robertson and Gerald Scarborough
• Supermarine Spitfire by Chaz Bowyer
• Hawker Hurricane portfolio by Brooklands books
• Concise guide to British Aircraft of WWII by David Monday
• Spitfire, the story of a famous fighter by Bruce Robertson - Harborough publication
• Spitfire Flying Legend by John Dibbs and Tony Holmes
• British Aviation colours of WWII
• Hurricane at war by Chaz Bowyer
• Vickers aircraft since 1908 by CF Edwards and EB Morgan.
• The Hurricane II manual volume 2. This is an official publication and has lots of sketches and instructions
for setting up controls, wiring diagrams, linkages, cross section drawings etc. Lots of detail for the
perfectionist scale modeller.
First come – first served

That’s all for another month. We’ve had some great flying days recently – cold but crystal clear and calm. See
you at the flying field. Fly safe.

Dave Marriott
Editor

Endnote – did you sign the attendance book in the clubhouse?

